
 USING CUADRATIC EQUATIONS TO SOLVE PROBLEMS 

Example 1 

1. The product of two consecutive even numbers is 120. What are the 

numbers? 

2. Let the first number be x. The second even number is two more than x 

and can be written as x+2. 

3. Then  2 120x x  x 

4. Multiply out the brackets 2 2 120x x   

5. Rearrange to equal zero: 2 2 120 0x x    

6. Use the formulae: 
 22 2 4·1· 120

2·1
x

   
  

7. x=10 or x=-12 

8. So, the two numbers are 10 and -12. 

9. There are two possible answers. 

10. Answering the question by “trial and improvement” would find the 

positive answer, but probably not the negative answer. 

 

When you have finished: 

a) Compare and check what you have written with your partner. 

b) What does the word “Then” mean in line 3? 

c) What does the word “So” mean in line 8? 



USING CUADRATIC EQUATIONS TO SOLVE PROBLEMS 

Example 1 

STUDENT A 

1. The product of two consecutive even numbers is 120. What are the 

numbers? 

2. __________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________ 

3. Then  2 120x x  x 

4. __________________________________________________________ 

5. Rearrange to equal zero: 2 2 120 0x x    

6. __________________________________________________________ 

7. x=10 or x=-12 

8. __________________________________________________________ 

9. There are two possible answers. 

10. _______________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________ 

When you have finished: 

a) Compare and check what you have written with your partner. 

b) What does the word “Then” mean in line 3? 

c) What does the word “So” mean in line 8? 



USING CUADRATIC EQUATIONS TO SOLVE PROBLEMS 

Example 1 

STUDENT B 

1. __________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________ 

2. Let the first number be x. The second even number is two more than x 

and can be written as x+2. If I multiply them, the result is 120. 

3. __________________________________________________________ 

4. Multiply out the brackets 2 2 120x x   

5. __________________________________________________________ 

6. Use the formulae: 
 22 2 4·1· 120

2·1
x

   
  

7. __________________________________________________________ 

8. So, the two numbers are 10 and -12. 

9. _________________________________________________________ 

10. Answering the question by “trial and improvement” would find the 

positive answer, but probably not the negative answer. 

When you have finished: 

a) Compare and check what you have written with your partner. 

b) What does the word “Then” mean in line 3? 

c) What does the word “So” mean in line 8? 



USING CUADRATIC EQUATIONS TO SOLVE PROBLEMS 

Example 2 

1. The length of a rectangular garden is 3m more than the width. 

2. If the area is 28 m2, find the length and width of the garden. 

3. Let x be width in metres. 

4. Then the length is x+3 metres. 

5. The area is  3 28x x   

6. Multiply out the brackets: 2 3 28x x   

7. Rearrange to equal zero: 2 3 28 0x x    

8. Use the formulae: 
23 3 4·1·28

2·1
x

  
  

9. x=-7 or x=4 

10. As the answer cannot be negative, the width is 4 m and the length is 7 

m.  

When you have finished: 

a) Compare and check what you have written with your partner. 

b) What does the word “Then” mean in line 4? 

c) What does the word “So” mean in line 10? 

 

 



USING CUADRATIC EQUATIONS TO SOLVE PROBLEMS 

Example 2 

STUDENT A 

1. The length of a rectangular garden is 3m more than the width. 

2. __________________________________________________________ 

3. Let x be width in metres. 

4. __________________________________________________________ 

5. The area is  3 28x x   

6. __________________________________________________________ 

7. Rearrange to equal zero: 2 3 28 0x x    

8. __________________________________________________________ 

9. x=-7 or x=4 

10. __________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________ 

 

When you have finished: 

a) Compare and check what you have written with your partner. 

b) What does the word “Then” mean in line 4? 

c) What does the word “So” mean in line 10? 

 



USING CUADRATIC EQUATIONS TO SOLVE PROBLEMS 

Example 2 

STUDENT B 

1. __________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________ 

2. If the area is 28 m2, find the length and width of the garden. 

3. __________________________________________________________ 

4. Then the length is x+3 metres. 

5. __________________________________________________________ 

6. Multiply out the brackets: 2 3 28x x   

7. __________________________________________________________ 

8. Use the formulae: 
23 3 4·1·28

2·1
x

  
  

9. __________________________________________________________ 

10. As the answer cannot be negative, the width is 4 m and the length is 7 

m.  

When you have finished: 

a) Compare and check what you have written with your partner. 

b) What does the word “Then” mean in line 4? 

c) What does the word “So” mean in line 10? 


